My Cats Nick and Nora by Isabelle Harper

A second collaboration between the illustrator of My Dog Rosie and his toddler granddaughter follows a not-so-quiet afternoon with two young girls and a pair of spirited cats named Nick and Nora.

My Personal Review:
This is the cute story of two little girls, Emmie and Isabelle, and their adventures with their reluctant playmates, the cats Nick and Nora. The children’s activities include playing school with the cats and dressing the cats in dolls clothes. After deciding that today is the cats birthday, Isabelle and Emmie give them a party -- including some big dogs as the guests! It isn’t until the children take the cats out for a walk in a doll carriage that a neighbors nasty cat, Fluffy, decides to chase Nick and Nora. The cats take off! But Emmie and Isabelle know how to get them to come back. This book is hilarious. The little girls innocent unawareness and the cats long-suffering attitudes makes this book funnier at every reading. My daughter loved this story when I first bought for her years ago, and even though shes now in middle school, I still have this book. Its a keeper.
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